Ñusta Karpay
Awakening the divine feminine
The 7 initiations of Goddesses of the Andes

27-28 November 2020
or
15-16 January 2021

The Ñusta Karpay is an intensive 2-days course for the healing and integration of all
female aspects in you. It will bring healing and a new balance in the masculine and
feminine aspects in everyone!
The Ñusta are the goddesses of the Andes. Karpay means initiation. The Ñusta are the
original princesses of the Andes. They come from the sacred lakes and mountains in
Peru, and are also connected to other waters and mountains on this planet.
The seven initiations are for both men and women. The Ñusta will help you to connect
again with the female energy within you, on a deeper level, so it can heal and is allowed
to be expressed. Although the female aspects are already near the surface, they need
to be nurtured and a feeling of safety to become fully expressed.
The healing energy of the Ñusta will help you strengthen your connection with all the
feminine aspects within you and around you, on earth and the cosmos, through many
layers. These initiations have a deep effect, they support and accelerate your
spiritual growth. They help you find a new balance with yourself, connected with the
healing of Mother Earth..

These beautiful energies will help to heal the wounded ego, reduce many fears, guilt,
and enable you to let go of the feeling of the need to control everything. It will allow
you to be your own inner master again. The revitalised deep connection with All and
unconditional love will lead you directly to your heart! You can live in the new energy
that is already present, but which has been hard to capture until now. First, we have
to heal our old wounds, moving through the layers, gaining insights and growing our
consciousness. Immediately, the flow of love will come as a constant companion
in your life !
The Ñusta Karpay supports you to soften inside, while developing more empathy and
getting more in tune again with their feelings and intuitions. These initiations will
bring women into their own Goddess energy and the original deep femininity.
In the Inca‐tradition of the Q’ero in Peru, the energies of the Ñusta have been
preserved very well. Until recently, the initiations were only passed on in their own
community. In October 2009, the seven Ñusta Karpay were passed through for the
first time to the western world. For the balance and wholeness to return to the
world, we feel it is time for us to share the knowledge of the Ñusta with the world.
So that we can be as one !
In total there are 144 Ñusta; during this course, we will connect with the seven main
Ñusta. Each Ñusta brings a unique aspect to you, shining a different light on your
path. It is the path of feminine healing and the path of the male in deep connection
with Mother Earth.
We start with an opening ceremony: a ceremony for connection, release and cleansing,
will allow you to open up for the Ñusta Karpay. We will share the knowledge of the
Ñusta with you and you will learn to pass on the initiations.
You channel the Ñusta energy, create an artwork and strengthen your connection by
manifesting the mythical.
Latin America is my soul continent with which I have lived for a long time and with which
I have been connected for 37 years in this life. The Ñusta Karpay initiations are deeply
linked with the continent. I myself walk the path of the Pampamesayok, the female
healers from the Andes. I add to the initiations dimensions that are connected with
feminine energy all over the continent, e.g. from the Maya, Machis & female healers. It
is an honor to share the feminine energy and wisdom of indigenous peoples and mother
nature over there, here on earth. The Ñusta Karpay initiations hold for me an energy of
homecoming, healing, grounding, soft flow, heart energy, in short, a transformation
necessary for the whole western culture.
I cordially invite you to participate in these special initiations.

Contribution: 185 euro (for seven initiations), inclusive materials, tea, water,
lunch to bring yourself.
Urpillay Sonqollay, in light and love
Veerle Phara
info@wiseplayfulwoman.org
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Place: Temple of the Earth, Aljezur

